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Abstract
The population of elderly people increases dramatically. It means that the large amount of old
people need care and cure in the future. Obviously providing the health services and the security
for them needs many human resources. Preparing the high standard of life and the services also
have the financial issues. Thus there is a high motivation for many organizations and companies
to find the efficient solutions. One of the considerations about this problem is the design of
the smart home for the elderly. The system should have ability to collect the data and make a
significant decision for the different situations. Regarding the requirements of the old person,
the system should be comfortable, secure and reliable.
The smart home should be powerful system to support the different topics which are related to
the elderly life. One of them is the ability to analyse the activity in the home.
In this thesis, I have described an application which used an algorithm for detecting the be-
haviour in the home. The process is based on using the motion sensors and the duration of
time. By receiving the data from different places, the application recognizes the mode of activ-
ity in the house. The process has ability to find the anomalous behaviour from the patient. The
anomaly behaviour are categorized with the different levels of the emphasis.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
An ageing world report[3] shows that the number of elderly (65+) in the next 30 years becomes
almost double. The population of ageing reaches to the 1.3 billion. It means that the increasing
average of old people in the world is around 870,000 in each month. After the second world war
and improvements in the health care, the death rate of older ages is going down.
This changing has a huge implications for social and health services. So there is high motivation
to find the acceptable and adaptive solutions for that changing. In addition social services and
the responsible organizations should keep the high standard of life and services for the elderly.
Aging-in-place(AIP)[4] is one of the consideration for them. The goals of AIP are providing and
improving the quality of life according the senior situations in their residence. The quality of
life includes different items like person, home, care, financial and etc. Also the plan should have
capability to maintain with changing the situations during the time.
“Smart System to support Safer Independent Living and Social Interaction for Elderly at
Home”[5] is a project to produce a system to use in a smart home which is followed by the
university of Stavanger (UIS). This smart home is specified for the aging. So the system should
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support many exceptions and conditions for each specific person. The Reliability, flexibility and
quality are the important factors in the system. Although the seniors should be comfortable
and have their privacy in the home.
In the different research and studies are considered to find an optimized algorithm to reach an
efficient result to support the system in the smart home of elderly. The smart home which is
specified for the aging people includes different discussions. The analysis of human activities
at home is one of them. The aims of using a system with ability to analyse the activity in the
house are:
• Ability to check the activity of person in the house with out connecting directly.
• Preventing the risky situations.
• Providing a safe and secure feeling for the seniors in the home.
This information motivated me to work about this topic. I try to create a new algorithm and
technique to collect and to integrate the data, then the data are used to detect the activity in
the home. The process gives the result by evaluating the activity.
1.2 Goals
The goals of the thesis are:
• Organizing the data
• Making the data modeling
• Using the rules to analyse the data
• Providing flexibility in the application to recognize the different situations
• Preparing the communications between the process and the user in the input and the
output.
• Testing the application with the different resources
• Checking the result with the expectations and trying to reduce the failures.
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
• Section 2: I represent the related works to this subject and explain the different techniques
and their aims.
• Section 3: I present the definition of the rule engine, the Jess rule engine and the benefits
of using the rule engine.
• Section 4: I explain the problem definition and reasons to use the behaviour modeling.
• Section 5: I present the explanation of the algorithm and the steps of the procedure.
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• Section 6: I represent the reasons to choose the different levels of alarm and the techniques
to reduce the false alarm.
• Section 7: I discuss the challenging to find the motion sensor and the working on it to
produce the suitable data from that.
• Section 8: I present the conclusion and discussion about the result of working and the
future work.
During the work, I obtained the following items:
• Ability to organize data
• Provide a Behavior modeling based on the process
• Using the capability of rules during the profile
• Reducing the false alarm by checking the result
• Process has flexibility to give the expected results with different resources (Generated data
and the real data from sensor)
2 Related work
I studied different techniques and systems with related subjects to my idea. I should mention I
began to search about this project from the last semester and I made a report about the related
works in the computer project course. I used some parts of the report here.
Some researches and studies have a common part to implement their techniques. Recognition
of activity [6] [7] [8] [1] is one of the important part which is used in the most systems. It
means that the life of patient is analysed in a period of time and made pattern for that. It
is called the activity of daily living (ADL). Indeed the ADL is important because the system
should have a pattern to use as a reference of activity and the pattern is different from one
person to another person. ADL is approached by the different algorithms and the techniques in
their works. After finding the ADL, they focused on the two terms, Recognition of the anomaly
behavior and/or the prediction of action for the person in the home. They used different kinds
of sensor and techniques to reach their purposes. Their most methods are included, using data
mining, clustering and the combination of rules. The smart home for dementia and old people
[6] is considered to find the anomaly behavior and the prediction of action in the smart house.
They used the motion sensor in the home. They implemented their algorithm with creating
the plots to visualise the activity in the house by using the start time and the duration of time
for each activity (figure 1[6]). The plots give useful information and good basis to classify the
activities and to recognize the normal behavior from the anomaly. They use this benefit for the
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Figure 1: The plot of collecting data from bedroom
patient who has abnormal behavior and they can figure out the improvement of the health with
new medication and decrease the number of abnormal behavior from the plots. They used the
data clustering and the Echo State Network (ESN) to design the algorithm in their work.
To detect the anomaly from the normal behavior, they identified three categories:
• Beginning to cluster the normal data, when data can not fit in to the any clusters, it can
be expected as the anomaly data. In this data clustering, any kind of clustering techniques
can be used.
• They cluster the data then, if they found any data which is far away from the cluster, it
is the anomaly data.
• They cluster the data, then they consider on the size of the clusters. If they have the small
clusters or the spars ones. They contain the anomalies data. To find the small cluster they
used a threshold value to compare the clusters.
The techniques that they used to clustering the data in this paper are Self Organizing Map
(SOM), K-means clustering, Fuzzy c-means clustering. Self Organizing[9] Map is a kind of
artificial neural network. It produces a low dimensional (2D). It has two mode training and
mapping. K-means clustering[10] is easy way to classify of the data. It is choose k as a centroid
of the each cluster and for the each point it should find nearest distance centroid. When it
finished all points, it gives a new k to them and continues until the centroid cannot move any
more. Fuzzy c-means clustering[?], in this clustering each data can belongs to the two or more
clusters and it is useful to pattern recognition.
To predict of action, they collected the data from the sensors and combined them with each other
which means the signal in each level belongs to the one sensor it is useful to make a prediction
of activities. “Figure 2”[6] gives an example of the signals. They had considered on the different
9
Figure 2: Activity in the different places of the home
techniques for the prediction of the stationary time series, and it included: Echo State Network
(ESN), Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT) and Real Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL).
They mentioned that ESN is suitable technique for their prediction problems. They have tested
the application in different location. The bedroom has good results with the matching of the
actual sensor and predicted values(Figure 3[6]). But in some locations which have the more
Figure 3: The prediction of action in the bedroom
chaotic signals, the results are not exactly matching (“Figure 4”[6]). Another factor which is
important in the performance of ESN is the different size of the reservoir. ESN has the three
layers which include input, hidden and output. Input and hidden layer connected to each other,
hidden connect to the output and the output is backward connected to the hidden. ESN have
the reservoir of the conventional processing of the elements. They are interconnected with the
untrained of the random weights and the output layer. For training an ESN, they had an input
u(n), a reservoir state x(n) with the M processing of the elements and an output y(n). The
“formula” is calculated in below which is claimed in the paper[6]:
x(n+ 1) = tansing(wx.x(n) + win.u(n) + v(n+ 1))
and
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Figure 4: The prediction of action in the corridor
y(n) = wx.x(n)
The v(n+ 1) is shown the optimal noise vector. The wx, win and w give the internal connection
weight of the reservoir. The tansig is a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function. It makes the
element wise.
The support vector machines (SVM) is another technique with using the multi classification
of ADL [7], they designed the algorithm with the classifying of the data to find a temporary
frame as a part of the ADL. They also focused on the finding of the abnormal behavior during
the activity at home. The seven activities are chosen from ADL and AGGIR. The activities
are,Sleeping, Preparing and having a breakfast, dressing and undressing, resting, taking shower
or go to the toilet, they use the position of door to realize the different using of the toilet
(complete close door represents to use the toilet and partly close used to take a shower). They
collected the data for the each individual separately. First they gave an introduction of SVM
which is based on the classification of the data with the labels of -1 and 1 and the using of the
“mathematical formula”. It shows in below which is claimed in [7].
∑
αk>0
f(αk 〈x, xk〈+ w0) > 0⇒ f = 1∑
αk>0
f(αk 〈x, xk〈+ w0) < 0⇒ f = −1
More detail about obtaining the formula can be found in the reference which is given before.
The SVM has the limitations to reach the aim. The equation just can use for the binary problem
and the binary problem is linearly separated, but they should follow the non-linear separation
and also multiclass separation. The problem is solved with using kernel function which gives
K(Xi, Xj) =< Xi, Xj > and it has the two kinds of techniques which are Polynomial and
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Gaussian kernel. To classify the data to the each specified class, they used two ways. In the
first one,the N-class problem or “one - versus all”, they thought the binary data to realize the
one class from all. In this case the new point used majority vote to find the class. The method
has the two drawbacks. The first one had a zone of space. The other drawback was training
each classifier that depended on whole of dataset.
The second way is “one-versus-one”. In this method to build the classifiers, they tried to use all
the pair combinations of the N classes. They obtained “the following equation” which is claimed
in [7].
C = maxk=1..NCard({yi,j} ∩ {k}), yi,j
The next stage is the determining of the features in the each activity, because performing the
activity is different from one person to another one. Thus they computed a large number of the
parameters. Then they used principle component analysis (PCA) to extract the parameters for
the various activities. So they had a set of the 42 parameters with the 5 modalities and each
modality have the different indexes. They created the vector to use in the SVM algorithm.
Before the beginning of the training, they needed to normalize the set of data. They found the
mean and standard deviation of the data set for the each dimension of the feature vectors. It
was created a new training of the data set. Another step was the making of the training data
base. So they created the XML file which contained the following information:
• The ID of the individual
• Information about sensors
• Information about the synchronization of the kinematic sensors with the other
They used the “leave- one out” algorithm which is performed the same number of tests with
the number of the items in the database. The experimentation performed with 13 young per-
sons and the duration of test for each one was 15 min. They tested the classification with two
methods of kernel, Polynomial and Gaussian. They got better result with using the Gaussian
kernel. The result shows in the figure 5[7]. Fuzzy clustering [8] is the other approach to detect
the abnormal behaviour with the focusing on the time. In this study, they used the RFID1 to
collect the data with the time stamp. In each RFID, there are six kinds of information but in
this project they used just the two of them, ID and RSSI values. They used the RFID tags in
the different location of the house and put the RFID reader on the wrist-banded to carry with
1“Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a generic term that is used to describe a system that transmits the
identity (in the form of a unique serial number) of an object or person wirelessly, using radio waves.” which is
claimed in[11]
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Figure 5: The result of using The SVM
the patient. So the RFID tag and readers can send a signal to each other to collect the data
based on the movement.
They collected an RSSI time from the each RFID tag. They had a problem with unreasonable
zero which caused by the detecting of the time. It means that they have zero in some cases
because of the during time of the undetected tag. So they focused on the values before and
after that zero. If they are not zero, so they have the unreasonable zero then they calculate the
average of values there and replace the average with the zero. They had a short-term and a
long-term behaviour models. They designed an algorithm by the using of the clustering of data,
regarding the behavior modeling. So they needed to collect the data at least for the one week
and the amount of data became very huge. In this case they need to make a sampling of data.
The sampling period for the short-term is five seconds and for the long-term is two hours. The
each data of behavior modeling is included a segment of 10 time sequences. Behavior modeling
is made by fuzzy clustering. The data points are separated into seven clusters. Data points can
be in the more than the one cluster with a membership between the 0 and 1 value or it can be
outside of clusters.
They used the two methods to detect the anomaly detection. The first model was based on the
two kinds of thresholds, a normal and an abnormal threshold. It means that they checked the
maximum of the seven membership value if it is greater than the normal threshold then they
have normal behavior. In the abnormal behavior recognizing, they checked the maximum of
membership, if it is less than abnormal threshold so they had abnormal behavior. If the result
is between the two thresholds, they requires to find a similar data pattern from all historical
data. The activity is the normal behavior if it can be found more than ten times. In the second
method, they added the two largest membership values of the data point and checked them with
the threshold, if it is greater than the threshold, then it is normal behavior.
They also considered on long-term behavior modeling. They make summation from the mem-
bership values of each cluster for all data in the one day to prepare the long-term modeling.






• n: total number of data point
• k: number of cluster
• wkj : Value of membership for data point j in cluster k
If the result is the 20 percent larger or less than the normal values of the training data during
the day, the activity is an abnormal. Alarm does not run with the first abnormal data point.
They made technique to raise the alarm. They set the threshold for the number of the abnormal
activity. They used it to correct the misclassified. To check the result of the system, they
simulated the daily activities at home for seven days. They built a normal behavior mode based
on these data with using the fuzzy clustering.“Figure 6”[8] gives the example of the activities
and their time. In this experiment, they made eight short-term activities (S1-S8) and three
Figure 6: The training data of ADL
long-term activities (L1-L3). I just want to explain the two short-term and the one long-term
from their work.
S1.Livingroom(10min)→ 30sec→ Toilet(15min)
Here, they want to check the staying of the patient in the toilet in 15 minutes is normal or
not. The system did not run the alarm because it is the normal activity in the training data
(Figure 6).
S2.Room1(10min)→ 30sec→ Toilet(10min)→ 20sec→ atToiletdoor(20min)
In this part they assumed the patient fell at toilet door. This is not happened before in the
training time. The system runs the alarm with this situation by using the two short-term
methods. For the long-term cases of abnormal behavior, they used the clustering of the result
for the 8 hours and compared them with the result of the seven days of the training data. Then
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they used to calculate the percentage.
L1. Using the computer without taking nap by the elderly.
In this situation the patient stayed the long time in front of the computer and did not go to
the other place. Clustering the result shows, the cluster 2 is less than 20% and the cluster 7 is
greater than 20%. So this is abnormal behavior.
Detection of an abnormal behavior algorithm in the long term[1] is the other study to consider
on the long term period with the using of the motion sensor. They implemented the algorithm to
detect the anomaly behavior with the using of the clustering. They simulated the daily activities
to check the result by using the motion sensor (PIR) in the different places of home. They made
a historical inactivity based on the time from a patient and put them in a table. If the patient
goes out of home, they give indicator -1 because the system can recognize the situation. After
collecting the data for a while they got a pattern of the patient. If the inactivity become longer
than the determined duration, then the alert run. So they have an alert line to determine the
problem. The figure 7 is shown an alert line. The “formula” which is claimed in [1] is given to
Figure 7: The Alert line[1]
detect an alert:
Alerti = Mi + UB + V Bi
i is an index for the different time. Each of components of the equation is calculated by using
the other formulas. To calculate the Mi first they calculated the mi [1]:
mi = PERCENTILE(datai,MP )
The MP is maximum percentile which is used to delete the outlier elapsed of the inactive times.
The data, is the historical elapsed inactive time for each interval.
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Mi = MAX(mi−2,mi−1,mi,mi+1,mi+2)
To find the UB which is the uniform buffer, they followed the equation[1] in below:
UB = UBP ×MAX(mi)
The UBP is a controller of the uniform buffer size. The last component VB which is used to







(V BP ×mi+1 ×Wr)
[
Where V BP is the variable buffer percentage. It used to control the activity level of the alert
line. The Wr is an internal weight which is used to control the data of the current intervals
from the last and the next intervals. They tested the algorithm for the 4 patients and got good
results.
Some of the studies are concentrated more on prediction of action in the smart house for elderly
people.
The paper from Malaysia University[12] is considered on the prediction of activity. Markov
models is one of the techniques that was used previously to predict the user action in randomly
sequence, and the SHIP algorithm is one of them. But the reliability of this algorithm is not very
high around 60%. This is not acceptable for the smart home’s application. The other techniques
such as IPM and ONSI use the sequence of matching to predict the next user action. In this
case IPM works better than SHIP. The technique which is used in this algorithm performed
on the pairs of actions which happens in the sequence. IPM has a problem with the length
of pattern, but ONSI solves this problem. On the other hand ONSI ignores the user preferred
action and the relation between the environment state and the action. The combination of the
pattern matching and the reinforcement learning help to solve the problem.
They used the simple example of smart home to explain better the techniques. They considered
on time and the action is just switching off or on. They had two main components in the
algorithm, the reinforcement learning and the pattern matching component. The first component
used the Q-learning algorithm. The algorithm is a good choice for the smart home because it
can support the online decision and does not need a model of the environment. Q-learning works
by learning an action-value function. So if there is (S) such as environment device state and
(A) such as action which taken in that state. The array of Q for the reinforcement learning
explained as below which is claimed in[12]:
Q = S ×A
In the pattern matching component, they used the ONSI algorithm as a reference. The algorithm
has the two mains directed graph data structures, multiple graphs of device usage history and
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the graph of most recent device which uses in sequence. The pattern matching operation begins
from the recent graph with the most recent state and going back through that to find the
matching with the each history graph. This function continues until the whole history graph
is searched for pattern matching. The result of the process is the longest pattern matching.
They check The result and it shows the algorithm have higher reliability than the other similar
algorithms such as ONSI, SHIP and IPM.
The other technique that is studied to approach the prediction of action is based on the using
context prediction[13]. In this research, they used the implementation of a Ubiquitous Context
Aware Middleware (UbiCAM). UbiCAM makes the context model and it supports to access:
• The raw contexts from the different context sources
• Interpreting the context from the context reasoner
• Obtain the prediction of the future contexts from the past and the present context
• Ability to deliver the contexts between the two modes, push and pull
Their context prediction scheme is based on the set pair analysis (SPA) method. UbiCAM
divides into five logical layers:
• Context sources layer
• Context acquirement layer
• Context management layer
• Context service layer
• Context application layer
SPA is a system analysis method. The technique is based on modifying uncertainty theory.
They considered on both certainties and uncertainties as an integrated certain and uncertain
system. They used “the formula” which is claimed in [13].





µ is considered as connection degree of the set pair. N is the total number of the characteristics
of the set pair. S is the number of the identity and P is the number of contrary characteristics.
F equals with N − S − P . i is the uncertain value which is between -1 and 1. j represents as a
contrary degree. By using a = S/N , b = F/N and c = P/N , they got the following equation[13]:
µ = a+ bi+ cj
The steps of analysing are:
• Constructing the class pattern set
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C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn{
• Making the set pair to connect to the class path and the reference system
µ(Ck, R) = ak + bki+ ckj
• Calculating the connection degree with the prediction system and the reference
µ(B,R) = a+ bi+ cj
• Calculating the IDC (identity, discrepancy, contrary)
d(B,Ck) = dk =
√
(a− ak)2 + (b− bk)2 + (c− ck)2










In their work, they focused more on the medical issues. So they used the medical sensors to
check the pulse, the blood oxygen and the body temperature of the patient. They prepared the
different levels of alarm, depends on the notice mode.
Regarding studying the related subjects and the aims of the analysing activity, I decided to use
the motion sensor and time stamp to design my application. I will explain the reasons and the
aims of my decision in the following sections.
3 Rule engine
In this section, I defined the rule engine and the benefits of that briefly. A rule engine [14] has
ability to process a dynamic set of the facts by using a set of the rules. Changing the fact can
activate some other rules. Activating other rules can create the new facts. This ability is useful
to process the events; it means the each event can use a new fact, by the rule set,and the event
can make an action (Figure 8 [14]).
Using the rule engine provides some advantages [15] like:
• Declarative programming, It provides ability to say “what to do” not “How to do it”.
• It can separate the data from the logic. So data is in domain objects, and the rules include
the logic.
• Other benefits are speed and scalability; The Rete algorithm is the battle proven.
• It has an efficient way to matching the rule patterns with the domain of the object data.
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Figure 8: Basic rules engine architecture.
• The rule engine also provides abilities such as the centralization of knowledge, the tool
integration, the explanation facility and the understandable rules.
The Jess Rule Engine is one of the rule engines. It has been written in Sun’s Java language [14].
So it can be used in the Java environment or independent.
3.1 Using the Jess Rule Engine
According the benefits of the rule engine and the aims of application, I decided to use the Jess
rule engine. The Coding in Jess is easier than the other programming software like Java. So
training the user to work, modify and add the rule is more suitable and convenient than the
usual programming.
The data in the jess is taken by a fact. The fact is designed like a database record [14]; it includes
a number of slots. Each fact followed its structure as a template. The template is defined with
the different slots which includes the different contents. The fact makes possibility to use the
slots with the different values at the same time.
A rule contains of conditions and actions. It can simply define as an if-then structure [16]. The
Left-Hand Side (LHS) includes the if-part and Right-Hand Side (RHS) includes the then-part.
When a rule is fired, first the LHS part is checked if it was true then moves to the RHS part to
make an action. The action in RHS can produce a new fact or delete the old ones or shows the
result. The rules fire with the Last In First Out (LIFO) strategy. But Jess has possibility to
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give the priority to fire the rules.
In beginning of my work, I did not have any experience to work with Jess. So I began to learn
and work on it. As I mentioned before Jess has ability to use in Java or independent. I used
both properties in the application. Learning to work with Jess was a good experience and a
challenge for me. During my work, I learned to:
• Design a template of fact based on the requirements of application
• Assert the fact
• Define the rules, running the rule
• Define a function, calling the function in the rule
• Define a query, running the query
• Give the priority to the rules
• Use the different commands
4 Problem definition
In this section, I want to describe the reasons of choosing the motion sensor, the duration of
time and using the Jess rule engine for my profile. With evaluating and comparing the different
approaches and the aims of the safer at home project [5], there are important features that I
should follow in my profile:
• Reliability, flexibility and quality of system
• Patient should feel comfortable in the house with the system
• Keeping the privacy of the people in the house
• The logic of the system should be simple and understandable for the user
The application should recognize the activities of patient in the home. So I need the sensor
to follow the person in the house and send the data to the system to obtain the result. With
consideration about the items which I mentioned above, I decided to use the motion sensors.
They are installed in the different places in the house. By using this kind of sensor, the person
feels free and does not have any stress or annoying about carrying the sensor with their selves
or putting on the cloths. The sensor can send the detected motion signal and the process can
follow the person in the different places.
Another reason to choose the motion sensor is the keeping of privacy of resident in the home.
For example using the video camera to monitor the patient in the all places of the house is not
a good option. It can annoy the elderly. In this case, I think the motion sensor is a good choice.
As I mentioned in the related work, some studies used a pattern of activities to follow the person
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in the house. The pattern should be reliable and flexible. I decided to use the time to prepare
the pattern. Time is useful index to recognize the ADL and to analyse the activity. I will explain
more about this part in the Behavior modeling section.
In some studies with the related subject are used the techniques which are just understandable
for the skilled persons. But the maintenance and the developing of the system during the time
based on changing the situation of the patient are the important features. So the system should
implemented with high flexibility to use with the different alternatives, but in some cases the user
needs to change some parts or add some more options for the system. It can happen because the
application is used for the different persons. So the process should match based on the different
situations. On the other hand, the health service has a significant and important responsible for
elderly. So the application with understandable conditions for the caregiver is a useful option.
This benefit makes an opportunity to improve the system directly by the unskilled responsible
person. So according the definitions and benefits of the Jess rule engine, I decided to use the
Jess to evaluate the result.
With collecting the data from the sensor and using the time, the application can analyse the
activity. The behavior modeling is used to make the conditions to recognize the situation of the
resident in the specific time and the application gives the result to the user.
4.1 Behaviour modeling
Before I begin to explain the definition of bahvior modeling in my profile, I will describe the
reasons to use the behavior modeling and the benefits of that. The health service has direct
relation with the smart home for elderly. If they have an opportunity to study the behavior of
the person in the house, it can help them to make better decision in the terms of health for the
patient. For example the person is under medication to regular the sleeping during the night.
The caregiver can survey the result by studying the duration of sleeping. So they can check the
reaction of person with medicine and they can decide to reduce or change the medicine. Also
the system can give the result in the urgent situations to them by using the behavior modeling.
The behavior modeling is a bridge between the caregiver and the system. So it should be easy
to understand for the user with different knowledge and proficiencies.
To define the behaviour modeling, I consider about the realizing of the activity in the home.
Recognizing the usual pattern of the activities and keeping them as areference are important to
evaluate the mode of behaviours.
The modeling is based on the duration of time for the different activities. The duration of
time is divided into the long and the short term. I give the examples to declare my opinion.
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Time of Day 8-10 10-12 12-14 23-8
Activity Eating breakfast Watching TV Going out Sleeping
Motion Normal Normal Abnormal Abnormal
No motion Abnormal Abnormal Normal Normal
Table 1: example of daily living
Sleeping in the night is the long term activity, but using the toilet is the short term activity.
The application should have flexibility to follow the two terms.
In the daily living, there are the different activities with the short and the long term. Some of
them are repeated the several times in the day. So there are some behaviours which are not
depended on the exact time, like using the toilet. It can happen in any time of day. But some
behaviors are more depended on the exact time like sleeping in the night.
First step to make a daily living pattern is considering about the different activities of a person
at home in the several days. Another important factor is the place of motion in the different
time. I used this factor as the basis of my application. It means by using the pattern of daily
living, it is possible to analyse the movement in the specific place (ex. sitting room) for the
specific time (ex. after midnight). If the behavior is detected as an unusual behavior, regarding
the initial definition. So an anomaly behavior is happened in that time. However the same
behavior in the same place but in the different time can be a usual activity. Table 1 is shown
an example for a daily living and the result of the analysing of behavior.
As we know all the people have the different habits and routines for their life. The retirements
and the old people also have the different plans for their daily living activities based on their
situations and health. So I decided to make an ability for my application to follow the different
patterns. The user can enter the specific pattern for one person and get the result by analysing
that activity. I will explain more about this property in the other sections. Thus the application
is produced the result just for one person with the specific behavior.
I did not have a real motion sensor for my study in the beginning. So It was not possible to
create a pattern recognition for a real situation. But I used the related study as a reference.
It helps to make an example of ADL pattern just to test the application. In my thesis, I just
considered about two activities. One of them is the depended time activity, it can be a short
or a long term, and the other one is not the depended time activity. It can be repeated several




In this section, I want to explain the steps of the algorithm and the procedures to gain the result.
In my work as I mentioned before, I did not have real data which is collected from the sensors
in the beginning of my work. So I should prepare a data simulator for the process. Simulating
data is necessary to make a test and to check the result for the different situations. It helps to
improve the algorithm and to find the solutions for the problems which caused during the test.
I explain all the steps of my work and challenging which I have during them in the following
sections.
5.1 Overview of the algorithm
I divided the procedure to the 8 major modules, each module includes the own parts. The items
in below represent the steps of the process. Each step needs the out put from previous one to
begin its function.
1. Read the data from the input file
2. Simulate data for processing based on conditions from the input file
3. Synchronize the time with the generated data
4. Begin to assert the facts by using Jess
5. After each assertion check the facts with the Jess rules and get the new fact as a result
6. Make the query to get the final result
7. Evaluate the result to make the output
8. Make the different levels of alarm based on the result
5.2 Generating data
In this section, I explain why and how I made a data simulator. The reasons of using the
simulator are:
• Covering the lack of sensors
• Testing the algorithm
• Checking the result with the expectation
• Solving the problem which caused by unexpected result
First I tried to make the random data to obtain the result. But It caused the unwanted data
in the places based on my scenarios, and there was no logic between the data in the two places
as well. So I began to prepare a simulator for the data. The simulated data must have the
following properties:
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• Following the logic based on the input file.
• Arbitrarily
• Having ability to synchronized with each other and the real time
As I mentioned before, by studying the life of the patient in the house in the several days, the
pattern of daily living can be recognized. I assume that the user have the pattern of ADL from
the patient and he/she wants to consider about the activity in the specific place in the house for
the specific time. Before analysing the request, the process needs some information form user
about the pattern. The user should have to enter the information about the activity in a form.
The form should be easy to access and clear to filling out. The application generates the data
based on some information from the form. Other information in the form are used to analyse
and make an output which I explain later. Figure 9 is shown the form.
The activity information form includes:
• Location: the user should insert a place of the house. The place is used to follow the
activity of patient during the time. The simulator produces the data for this place as a
major place.
• Duration of time: in this part the user can entered the minute or hours, because I want to
check the one activity which is depended on the time but it can be a short or a long term
activity. I give some examples for different situations to clear my aim:
– Staying the patient in the location for couple of hours or minutes and checking the
activity there.
– Check the sleeping time for the person under medications.
• Start time: the time of beginning the activity to following the patient.
• Type of activity: the user should insert the aim of activity, as I discussed in the behavior
modeling, and by focusing on the example in the table 1, the application needs to get this
information to analyse the data. In the figure 9, the value in the type of activity part is
moving. It means that the usual activity is concerned on the moving. So the result with
normal behavior means there is usual moving activity there during the time. If this part
includes no-moving, it means that the normal behavior concerns on no-moving.
• e-mail of contact person 1: in this part the user should enter an email from the family
member of the patient
• e-mail of contact person 2: the user should write an email from the care giver of the patient
After filling out the form, the user saves the file and the application can use it as an input file
(the instruction is declared in Appendix A).
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Figure 9: Form of Input file.
The simulator should produce a data which is represented of a motion signal. So I use the
number 1 instead of the detected motion and 0 when there is no motion.
The process should have ability to work in the real time. I decided to check every second of
activity in the process to increase the reliability and the quality of the system. So the application
can use the second of the time to evaluate the activity. It helps the system to work with the
high precision.
To prepare this feature, the process uses the value of the duration of time to generate the length
of data, the application makes the value from minute or hour to the seconds. By the number of
the seconds, the process produces a list of data which includes 0 and 1.
The data simulator should have ability to produce the normal or the abnormal activity data. It
means that the application has the alternatives to choose between the two behaviours randomly.
It helps to test the algorithm in the different situations. I made the two functions to prepare
the data for the moving or the no-moving activity. The process works with the two activities.
So it needs to make the two lists for the two places. Each list should be unique and randomly,
but I have to hold the logic between them. It means when the person moves in one place, from
the other place should not be detected any motion signals at the same time. The application
makes the first list by using the input form and the moving or the no-moving instructions. The
normal moving instruction is shown in the formula:
f(x) =
 1 if x less than 70 if x greater than 7
It means that the moving list approximately is included the 70% motion signals. The x is chosen
randomly between 0 and 10. So the result of the list is different for the each running. The f1(x)
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makes the no-moving list for the process. It works opposite the f(x).
f1(x) =
 0 if x less than 71 if x greater than 7
To coordinate between the two lists, the simulator keeps the first list as a reference. Then it
makes the second list according the first one. The second list which is represented for the second
place. It should have the frequently data of an activity which is repeated during the time. The
second activity, is using the toilets and second place is the bathroom. To produce the second
activity, I considered about the motion signals which are received continuously for the period of
time. The period of time in my application is chosen for 28 seconds. So in each 28 seconds if
we have the persistent signals, it means the person is using the toilet. The period of time for
the second activity is just an assume to check the activity. The activity can happen in several
times. By the following steps in the below, the first list becomes organized with the second.
1. If the function equals zero
2. Check the rest of the length of list from the last element which is inserted, if it has enough
places to insert 28 elements because the generator should insert 28 zero
3. Begin to insert the zeroes
4. After finishing the inserting, continues the function
5. The steps 1-4 are repeated randomly over producing the first list.
Figure 10 is shown a diagram of output from f(x) with a period of using the toilet is seen between
the activity. Figure 11 is represented a diagram of result with using f1(x). In this diagram also
Figure 10: First list with using f(x).
there is a period of using toilets. With comparing the two diagrams, it is obvious that the f(x)
makes more motion signals (which is represented as number 1) than f1(x) regardless the using
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Figure 11: First list with using f1(x).
of the toilet between the activity.
After producing the first list, the simulator begins to make the second one by using the first list
and the other conditions to organized the two lists. I will present the steps of the process in the
next section.
Filtering the simulated data
As I mentioned, the synchronization between two activities is important to get the result. So
the simulator should follow the steps in below to prepare the second list which is represent the
activity in the second place and filtering the unwanted data.
• Making a unlike list from the first list.
The figure 12 shows the vice versa signals for the second list. But it is not suitable for
my scenario. So the simulator should make a filtering to remove the unneeded data in the
next step.
• Checking the second list and delete all the single and unneeded 1, and just keep the group
of 1 which includes the 28 elements.
The figure 13 is shown the signals after using the filtering.
I also make a condition to produce a second list without any motion signals. This kind of list is
made randomly as well. It shows that the patient does not use the toilet during the activity.
The figure 14 is shown a sample of two lists after the producing and the filtering. The first list
shows the motion signal in the sitting room. The second list shows the motion signal of using
the toilets. Also the figure shows the smooth coordination between the two activities.
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Figure 12: The second list before filtering.
Figure 13: The second list after filtering.
Figure 14: The result of two lists for two activities.
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5.3 Synchronizing the data with the time
The algorithm should have ability to work in the real time. To test this ability, I should
synchronize the real time with the generated signals. It means that the application should
produce the hour, minute and the second in the real time to add to the simulated data. They
are used to assert the fact. I prepared a procedure to produce the real time to add as a time
stamp to the data.
The signals should be collected in every second. Each element in the list is represented of the
one signal and they should be adjusted with the each second. This process should be performed
for the two places and each second should be appointed to the two lists of signals. So the result
is the two signals from the two specific places for the each second. Figure 15 is represented the
mode of signals from the two lists in each second.
Figure 15: Synchronization the signal with the time.
5.4 Assertion of the facts
First I want to explain the syntax of the fact and the definition of the fact. The fact is divided




In this application is used only the unordered facts. Creating the unordered fact needs a tem-
plate. The template includes the name and slots or multi-slots [14]. The slot is a name to store
a simple value. It can be limited to one type of value. The multi-slot is a name to save a list of
values. This one also can be restricted to one type of value.
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The process should keep the signals with their time stamps after collecting them from the sensors
in the real system. This is necessary to evaluate the activity. So I should define a fact which
includes those properties. The sensor fact has ability to store the values of the time and the
signal from the specific sensor(figure 16). The template includes a name of fact, sensor, and five
Figure 16: The template of sensor fact.
slots. The place slot indicates the place of the received signals. The time is saved in the slots
of hour, minute and second. The last slot, data, takes the value of signal for that specific time.
The sensor facts should be asserted from Java because the data is simulated by Java.
With beginning of the process, the fact is asserted. The figure 17 shows the facts for a second of
time. It shows the two facts from different places with data at the one moment. The assertions
Figure 17: The sample of the asserted sensor facts in the one second.
of the facts continue in the real time until the duration of time is over.
Another facts which the rules need to start the running are the start time and the duration of
activity. I divided the duration of time into hour and minute. So I made two facts to save the
specific time for them. The template of facts show in the figure 18. The start-stop-hour and
Figure 18: The template of facts.
start-stop-minute facts are used to save information from the input form. As I mentioned before,
the information of the start time and duration of activity are required to analyse the data.
The start-stop-hour fact is used when the user wants to check the activity in the several hours.
The process takes the start hour and calculate the finished time by the value in the duration of
time and saved in the stop slot.
If the user wants to focus on a activity in the minutes, the start-stop-minute fact should be
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used. In the stop slot is inserted the minutes between the 1 to 59. The start slot in the both
facts contains the start time of activity. The facts in the figure 19 shows the assertion of start
and stop time. The example shows the user considers to evaluate the activity in 34 minutes.
Figure 19: The sample of the asserted facts .
After inserting the first pair of sensor facts and the required facts, the rules begin to check
them. So based on the conditions and the results of rules, I defined the other facts. I represent
them during the explanation of rules.
5.5 Processing with the rules
Defining the rule is required two things, the format of rule in Jess and the logic behind the rule.
Defining the rules need to look at the problem in a different way. The rules have two parts, the
condition and the action. Thus the rule needs the fact to check the part of the condition.
The syntax of the rule is shown in the figure 20.
Figure 20: The syntax of rule.
The properties of rules in my application are:
• Checking the signal in the different places in the same time
• Recognizing the dissimilar states based on the definition
• Checking the duration of time during process
• Preparing the new facts to continue the processing
I considered about the different states which are created by the signals from two places. Table 2
is shown the possible states of the signals in the two places. So the rules should have ability to
cover the states and to produce the new facts based on them.
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Place 1 0 1 0
Place 2 0 0 1
Table 2: the possible states of receiving data in a second for the two places
The rules are written in the Jess file. The process from the Java connects to the Jess file to run
them for the each second in the real time. After asserting the required facts, the rules begin to
run. The Jess file includes:
• The facts which are required to produce after running each rule.
• The queries to find the specific value in the facts.
• The rules, according the different situations.
To recognize the mode of signal in the different places, I should check the following values in
the rules:
• Checking the slot of data in the sensor fact
• Checking the start time and the duration of time by the two options, minutes or hours
• Making a decision for the place of signal and produce the new fact
If the data slot is equal 0 in the first sensor fact, it means that there is no motion signal in the
one place. So the rules should check the situation of the second place in that time. The rules
should follow the algorithm in below to find the mode of signal.
if sensor.data = 0 then
A← sensor
end if
if start− stop−minute.stop > 0 then
B ← start− stop−minute
end if
make query to get(A.timeStamp, A.place)
A.newplace ← find value of another place from(A.place)
make query to find(A.timeStamp, A.newplace, A.data = 1)
make query to get(B.start, B.stop)
if Compare(B.start, B.stop and AtimeStamp) = True then
if newplace = Toilet then




make query to find(A.timeStamp, A.newplace, A.data = 0)
make query to get(B.start, B.stop)
if Compare(B.start, B.stop and AtimeStamp) = True then
if newplace = Sittingroom then
Assert a new not-moving fact
end if
end if
The rule make a new fact. The fact shows the mode of signal and the time of that action. So
I prepared the template to make a new fact. Figure 21 shows the template and an example of
running the rule. It shows that the movement signal recognized out of the sitting room. When
Figure 21: The example of running the rules.
the rules recognize the data slots of both places are equal 0. It means that there is no motion
in the both places. So the new fact should show the time and mode of signal. The figure 22
shows the template and the example of running the rules. The example shows the rules did not
recognize any motions from the two places in that moment. If the data slot are equal in the first
Figure 22: The example of running the rules.
sensor fact. The rules implemented by using the algorithm in below.
if sensor.data = 1 then
A← sensor
end if
if start− stop−minute.stop > 0 then
B ← start− stop−minute
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end if
make query to get(A.timeStamp, A.place)
A.newplace ← find value of another place from(A.place)
make query to find(A.timeStamp, A.newplace, A.data = 0)
make query to get(B.start, B.stop)
if Compare(B.start, B.stop and AtimeStamp) = True then
if newplace = Toilet then
Assert a new moving fact
end if
end if
make query to find(A.timeStamp, A.newplace, A.data = 0)
make query to get(B.start, B.stop)
if Compare(B.start, B.stop and AtimeStamp) = True then
if newplace = Sittingroom then
Assert a new Motion-out-SittingRoom fact
end if
end if
The algorithm uses to recognize the moving in the sitting room and the motion out of the sitting
room (figure 23). The algorithms work properly to recognize the mode of signal. The order of
Figure 23: The example of running the rules.
asserting the sensor facts with the different places does not make any problems to recognize the
mode by using the algorithms.
After running the rules to dedicate the mode of signals, the process needs some other rules to
check the evaluating of activity. To check the activity, the rules should calculate the number of
detected signals in the different places. The function should run in the specific time of activity.
The rules for counting the moving or no-moving signals checked the moving and not-moving
facts which happen in the sitting room in the duration of time. So the next algorithm represents
the counter of the moving facts.
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if start− stop−minute.stop > 0 then
B ← start− stop−minute
end if
if Compare(B.start, B.stop and movingtimestamp) = True then
Counter ← Counter + 1
Assert a new count-move fact
end if
The figure 24 shows the sample of running the rules to count the moving facts. The implement-
Figure 24: The example to count the moving.
ing of the counter for the no-moving facts is the same as moving. The rules use the not-moving
fact instead of the moving one. The example shows the counting of the detected no-moving in
figure 25. I should mention the algorithms which are expressed, used the short term to work.
Figure 25: The example to count the no moving.
But I prepared the other rules to implement the long term with the same logic as well.
During my work with the Jess rule, I have a challenge to implement a part of the rules. I
will explain them in the next section.
Challenging with Jess
The application should have ability to recognize the activity which is not depended on the time.
This activity can happen repeatedly during the time. To calculate the number of events, I tried
to make a loop in the Jess rule to recognize that motion which is repeated for a specific time.
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After recognized that action, the rule should make a new fact. The fact shows the number of
events which happen during the time. But I could not find any useful utility in the Jess to
implement the loop in the real time. After checking the different sources, I got the following
information about the loop in the Jess:
• The rule fires for each matching fact in the whole memory [17]
• The Jess rule has ability to run once [16].
• The rule can run for while, the loop is implemented by an global variable to make
counter[16].
I tried to use the third item to make a counter in the rules but it did not work. Because the
global variable is reseated before the beginning of the each run and the rules should run in each
second. So there is no way to keep the updated value of the global variable in the real time.
Then I considered to get the result by using another way. So I decided to keep the time stamp
as a value and checked that time continuously until the activity is done. But the Jess rule engine
does not have any support to get time as a value[17].
The other effort to get my expected result from running the rule, was the creating of the new
fact with a multi slot. The multi slot includes a list. I defined the template of fact with list.
So instead of one value, the process can insert a list of values in the slot. The list shows the
number of motion signals in the place. The problem with this fact is the query. So there is no
way to make query from that list to count the elements of list.
Eventually, I implemented a counter in Java to count the detected motion and check the time
stamp which happens continuously. A new fact is asserted with the result of counting. The
figure 26 shows the template and the fact with the new value.
Figure 26: The template and a asserted fact
5.6 Result of processing
I decided to show the result of the processing in the useful ways. After recognizing the signals
and finishing the evaluation of them. The application should make result for the situation of
activity. When the duration of time is over, the application make queries from the facts to get








Smovj is the moving signal and Snoj is the no-moving signal. The data simulator makes the
moving and the no-moving data with the different percentages randomly. The application uses
the result of rules and the conditions to recognize the mod of activity. If the aim of activity is











Although during the activity in the sitting room, the application can recognize the number of
using the toilets. The two results give opportunity to make the different levels of alarm.
According the result of processing, I prepared two levels of alarm. Preparing the alarms needs
some information from the user. The application takes the information of contact persons from
the input form. In this case the user inserts the emails. The emails belong to the two persons
with the different priorities to contact. One person is a member of family and other one is the
caregiver. I chose the email because nowadays the developed mobile phone receives the email as
simple as a SMS. So the person does not need to sit beside the PC to check the email.
The reason of making two levels of alarm is giving the priority to the risky situations. The appli-
cation with one alarm for all the abnormal situations increases the rate of alarm. It causes the
decreasing of consideration about the alarm. Thus the different levels of alarm help to increase
the attention and decreasing the false alarm. I gave the colours to the alarm to distinguish the
levels. The alarm with the low level of risky is yellow and the alarm with the high level of risky
is red. The purpose of the low level alarm is to recognize an abnormal behavior in the one place
and the normal behavior in the second place. In this situation the process sends an email to
the family member to send a warning about the patient. Table 3 shows the situations to make
the yellow alarm with the different situations. As you can see the red alarm is happened when
the both places have the abnormal situations. The red alarm means that application does not
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Sitting room Abnormal Normal Abnormal
Using toilet Normal Abnormal Abnormal
Result of alarm Yellow Yellow Red
Table 3: Result of running alarm with the consideration about the Moving or No moving eval-
uation
recognize any normal behaviours in the two places. So the application should prepare more
reaction for this situation. The application sends the emails to the both of the contact persons.
Also it runs an audio alarm. I tried to make a voice call from the application to the person as
well. I checked to use the library from Skype or Google talk. I tried the codes but I could not
get any result from them. I studied other possibilities to make voice call from a system. It is
possible but it needs some special devices or technologies. One technique is using the IP phone.
I made a voice speech to run for the voice call as well. But I did not have the enough stuffs to
finish that process.
I should mention the application has other conditions to reduce the false alarm. I will explain
more about it in the reducing false alarm section.
Another output from the application is ability to save the result and the details of activity with
the date and the time for the each processing. It can help the user to keep them as history of
the patient in his archive. It is useful to check the activity for the several days. For example,
if the person have an urine infection, he or she uses the toilets more than the usual day. The
user can figures it out from the history files. The figure 27 shows an output file with the details
about the activity.
6 Reducing false alarm
Reliability is the important aim of the system. One way to make the system more reliable is
reducing the rate of false alarm. For this purpose, I studied the different techniques with related
subjects.
One technique is represented the different priorities for the anomaly situations to make an
alarm[18]. They made four levels of alarms for the system based on the result. The alarm
system includes mild abnormality, caution, high Alert and emergency. This is helpful way to
reduce the false alarm. I also gave the two priorities to run the alarm in my application to
reduce the false alarm.
Conditions to evaluate the number of using the toilet as a normal or an abnormal activity is
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Figure 27: The result of the activity in the one processing.
another opportunity to reduce the false alarm. So only the number of using the toilet is not
enough to recognize the mode of behaviour. Thus I made the condition to check the number
of using the toilet depends on the duration of time. The result is depended on the duration of
activity which is short or long term. The patient also can help to reduce the false alarm. The
system can make a phone call to the patient in the house and waits to reply from patient in
a specific time or using a vibrator on the wrist with a button to turn it off [19]. So if a risky
situation is recognized by the system, and the patient answers the phone or turns the vibrator
off, It means there is no need to run the alarm. I also recommend this benefit to use in the real
system.
Using the threshold is another way to reduce the false alert[2]. But determining the level of
threshold is very important to gain the result. The threshold with the high level decreases the
detection. The threshold with the low level increases the false alarm. So finding an optimal
threshold is very important to evaluate the result which is caused the alarm in the application.
The figure 28 shows the different levels of threshold to detect the real result. The figure is
represented the level a is too high and the level c and d is too low to use as a threshold.
According the definition of abnormal and normal behavior in my profile, I chose a range to
make decision. The summation of moving or no-moving should be more than 65% of the total
signals to make a decision.The figure 29 shows the threshold to realize the abnormality. The
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Figure 28: Level of threshold[2]
level of threshold works properly with the definition of the simulated data. But the threshold
with real data can be different. The result from the real sensor should be evaluated to recognize
the optimal threshold. After running the application with the different patterns and the aim of
Figure 29: The result of abnormal behavior by using the threshold for the simulated data
the activities and checking them, I got the result which is shown in the figure 30. The result
shows that the probability of arising the alarm in the short term is less then the long term. Also
the red alarm runs less than yellow one in the long term and there is no running for the red
alarm in the short term. It means that the red alarm just runs in the worst cases. The result
indicates that the conditions work properly to reduce the false alarm.
7 Motion sensor
The application gives the expected result by using the simulated data. Then I decided to evaluate
the application with the real sensor and the real data. Finding the sensor is not my responsibility
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Figure 30: Result of arising the alarm in the abnormal situations.
for this project. But I tried to find some thing simple and useful to check my application. The
sensor should have the following Specifications:
• The sensor can detect the motion
• Simple to connect to the PC
• The signal can transfer easy from the sensor to the application
The other things which is important for me to choose the sensor is the cost and the time
of shipping. During my searching to find a sensor, I found the motion detectors, like PIR
detector[20], 1111 - Motion Sensor [21]. But I could not use them, because their specifications
are not enough with my requirements, or have the limitation to send to Norway.
When I could not find the suitable sensor, I tried to find another thing which I can use it instead
of sensor. Thus I considered to find a software with using the video camera to detect the motion.
Because the software is easier to buy and I do not need any extra or special stuffs except the
video camera. So preparing a simple video camera which can connect to the PC is not a hard
issue. I found some software with the ability to detect the motion by using the video camera.
The most of this kind of software are implemented for the security of home or office. So they
just checked the area until detecting a motion and run the alarm or send a warning to the user. I
should focus to find a software which can give the detected moment and continue the detecting.
As I mentioned from beginning, the system should keep the privacy of patient in the house. So
I do not want to use the image or the video clip directly to detected the activity. According my
idea, I desired to find an application which can send the moment of moving to my process as a
time stamp. Finally I found an application which is more consistent with my idea. I describe
the application and technique which I used to get the signal from the monitoring software in
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the next section.
7.1 Using web motion sensor
The application which I used to produce the signals is the Zebra-Media Surveillance System[22].
The software includes several properties. I mention some of them in below:
• Motion capture software
• Ability to use IP and USB cameras
• Motion detection
• Sending SMS, MMS and Email alerts
• Recording the detected moment
• Saving video and captured image into the archive file
• Giving ability to change the configuration
I used some features of the application which are useful to my profile. The Zebra-Media Surveil-
lance System has ability to take the picture in the moment of detected motion. It saves the
picture in the archive folder with the time stamp. The time stamp is saved by the name of
file. So I used the archive folder to get the time stamp from the file when the system detects
a motion. First I tried to work with the files from one web cam. I succeeded to get the time
stamp from each file. Then I worked to prepare the time and the data as the process needs
for the sensor fact. The Zebra-Media Surveillance System just gives the moving signals. So
the application should make the no-moving signals by itself between two detections. Also there
is a little delay between the taking of capture from the process and the saving of file in the
archive. Thus the time stamp of file is not equal with the real time from the system. So I
should implement a process to synchronize the time between the application and the real time.
The delay also caused some gaps between the detected signals. The figure 31 shows the signals
before filtering. It shows some signals are missed during the collecting data. Thus preparing
a filter to check the time stamp and filling the gap between the detected signals, is necessary.
The figure 32 shows the signals after filtering. As you can see in the figure 32, the gaps between
the signals is covered by filtering. The Zebra-Media Surveillance System have ability to adjust
the sensitivity of motion detection. The sensibility can be very high to detect any motion even
blinking. But I adjusted it to detect the motion like moving hands or walking. So the signal
shows the dramatic moving. My application evaluates the signals from the two places. So I need
to add another video camera to get the signals for the second place. With the two cameras, I
should focus on the detected signals from the two sources. According my process, I need the
signals from the two places in the same moment to run the rules. So the synchronization of
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Figure 31: The diagram of signals before filtering
Figure 32: The diagram of signals after filtering
signals in a specific time is important.
The delay between the saving file and the real time is a problem to use the time library from
Java directly. But the application needs to use the real time if there is no-moving before and
after the detected signals. It should send them as a no-moving signal with the time stamp.
So the application was tested many times to check the result by the different conditions and
delays to organize the signals with the time in the two places. The figure 33 shows the output
of processing after synchronizing the data. After checking the several outputs with the sources,
I figured out that in some cases the Zebra-Media Surveillance System missed one second to save
the time stamp. It is appeared as a tiny gap in the figure 33. It does not happen often. But I
made a filtering for the process during the collecting of data to cover the gap as much as possible.
It works very better but some tiny gaps can create between the signals rarely. If it happens, it
is not more than one second gap and with comparing to the total signals, it is negligible. Now
the application has enough data to assert the sensor fact and get the result from running the
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Figure 33: The signals from two sensors(video cameras)
rules. But the process had the same problem to count the repeated activity. So I produced
a counter as well for the data from archive folder which is collected data from the bathroom’s
camera, to count the activities. After producing the counter the process works properly with
the rules like the simulated data. So I made two options for the application to run. The user
can choose the real sensors or the simulated data to run the process. The figure 34 shows the
changing of procedure. I give a sample of running with using the sensors(video cameras). The
Figure 34: The flowchart with the options to run the process
figure 35 shows the signals which detected from the sensors(video cameras). In this example
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the aim of processing was evaluating the moving activity. As the diagram shows the moving is
obviously during the time with the Cam 1. Using the toilet also is shown with the Cam 2. The
expected result should be a normal activity for this digram. The figure 36 shows that the result
of evaluating which is the same with expectation.
The sensor(video cameras) have a benefit to collect the data in any time but the simulated data
Figure 35: The normal behavior signals.
Figure 36: The normal behavior result.
can just gives the data for the duration of time. Comparing the diagrams of signals from the
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simulated data and the real data shows that the sensors(video cameras) can give more smoothly
and logically signals than the simulated data which is produced randomly. The diagram of
signals from the sensor also helps to study the activities. So by using the sensor in the real
situation and study the diagram of signals, the ADL of patient can be recognized easier. This
feature helps to determine the rate of false alarm and the optimal threshold. But this kind of
sensor uses the remarkable parts of memory to save the files during the time. The application
can remove the files after finishing the events. But I should mention this kind of software are
used just to test the application instead of a real source. It helps to check the ability of the
process to run and to work with the external devices.
8 Discussion and conclusion
8.1 Discussion
According the aims and requirements of this thesis, I obtained to organize the data by using
the facts in the rule engine. The asserted fact have the different values in its slots. It gives the
possibility to use the values from one fact. It helps to make a logical package of data with out
worrying about their syntax. I should mention during the process the large amount of fact are
asserted by running the rules, but it does not have a significant effect on the speed of processing.
The behaviour modeling also is defined by using the start time, duration of time and the place
of activity. The rules and the facts also are used to analyse the activity. After running the rules
the user can get the mode of activity in the house. The rules have capability to evaluate the
different situations. Also the application gives opportunity to the user to check the different
patterns. It is possible by using the input form. I tried to keep the communication between
the user and the application in the both side, the input and the output. So I tried to make the
useful output when the processing is over. In this case, I also considered about reducing the
false alarm. The result of testing with simulated data in the figure 30 shows the rate of false
alarm after making conditions and using the threshold.
After getting the result with simulated data, I decided to check the application with real sensor
and the real data. By using the Zebra-Media Surveillance System[22], I succeed to connect my
application to an external device which works like sensors. It shows that the application have
sufficiency to connect to the external devices and gives the acceptable result. By testing the
application with the real data, the result shows that the level of threshold which the application
uses for the simulated data, is not optimal for the real data (figure 37). It causes to increase the
rate of false alarm and it decreases the reliability of the system. So I should determine a new
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level of threshold for the real data. So reducing the rate of false alarm for the real data will be
one of my future work.
Figure 37: The result of recognizing the abnormality with using the real data and the simulated
data
8.2 Future work
In the future work, I will work to reduce the rate of false alarm for the real data. The application
should test in the real situations. It helps to calculate the detection rate and the false alarm
rate for the real data and comparing them with each other. So the optimal threshold can realize
with them. Preparing a reference of the risky situations is another subject which I want to work
on it in the future. The application can compare each result with the all historical results to
find the similar pattern to prevent any missing of risky situation or arising the false alarm. So
the system should keep the history of the risky situations as a reference to compare with result.
Then the process can make decision with higher assurance.
The application has a high potential to improve the algorithms and rules by considering about
the more exceptions which important in the daily living. The future work aims at:
• Adding more places to check by the application
• Checking the result with considering about some exceptions like weather and holidays
which have an effect directly on the pattern of daily life
• Preparing the ability to recognize the noise signal with real sensors, for example if the
patient has visitors or pet in the house
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8.3 Conclusion
The result presented in this thesis shows that using the rule engine is an effective way to analyse
the activity in the home. Also time and duration of time are the important factors to recognize
the behaviours and to evaluate them to get the result. I tried to give the priorities to the result
of the abnormal behaviour to increase the reliability and to reduce the false alarm of the system.
The using of the rule engine is a significant way to training the unskilled persons. So It gives a
good opportunity to maintenance and improve the system by the user.
The rule engine gives the ability to work with different kind of sources and gets the acceptable
results. It helps the system to be more flexible. It means that the application does not need to
change the rules or facts with the same scenarios by using the different kinds of motion sensors.
The result of testing the application shows that there is a difference between arising the alarm
between the simulated data and the real data because of the level of threshold. So I should focus
more on the reducing of the rate of false alarm.
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Appendix A
Instructions of using application
The application needs to change some configuration before running. In addition of the file of
codes, the application needs the two more files to run. One of them is the Jess file,test10, and
the other is the Excel file,Book2. The file should save in their directories, E:\master\Book2,
E:\jess\test10. The Book2 file is used to fill the input form. Filling the form is explained in the
Generating data section. I should mention to insert the email, the emails’ accounts should be
made from Gmail.
The application also needs to download the Zebra-Media Surveillance System [?]. The software
uses the video cameras. So the application needs the two video cameras. They have to have the
USB port to connect to the computer. Also the Zebra-Media Surveillance System needs some
adjustments before using by application. The adjustments includes:
• Defining the archive folder for each video camera, the E:\sensor directory for the camera
in the sitting room and the E:\sensor1 for the camera in the toilet.
• Changing the configurations of cameras:
* To choose enabling the motion detection, figure A.1
* To select the type of action after detecting the motion, figure A.2
* To change the configuration of taking the picture. It shows in the figure A.3 and figure
A.4 for each places
• Clicking on the cameras to start working.(Or the user can adjust the time table of cameras
for the specific time which the user wants to test. So it runs automatically in that time.)
When the user is done with the all items which mentioned above, the process can run. The
application can run from the WriteExcel class. I should mention that the codes need some
external libraries to run. So the libraries should add to them. After running, the user should
choose between the two options which shows in below by entering the number.
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Figure A.1: Enabling the camera
Figure A.2: Selecting the type of Alert
Figure A.3: The configuration of camera in the sitting room
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Figure A.4: The configuration of camera in the toilet
To run the application with simulated data press 1
To run the application with real data from sensor press 2
As it is shown by inserting number 1 the application run with simulated data which produces
by simulator in the application. By pressing number 2, the application collects the data from
the cameras. The result is shown after processing.
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